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within the long island occasions bestseller gown Gray, Ry Slaight was once a rebellious cadet
who virtually destroyed West aspect whilst he uncovered and solved the homicide of a
homosexual cadet in 1969. Now, approximately 3 many years later, Slaight's been promoted to
Lieutenant common and appointed Superintendent of the army Academy.When a feminine
cadet dies in the course of parade, an post-mortem establishes that she had intercourse with a
number of companions the evening before. used to be she the sufferer of a gang rape? was
once there a cadet orgy? do not ask. do not tell.And while the Commandant of Cadets aligns
himself with a faction that believes the army academy may still produce stone killers instead of
Full Dress Gray an officer corps with a conscience, Slaight unearths himself up opposed to an
identical difficulties that bedeviled him as a cadet. Now he is the one guy who can positioned it
again on its feet, as complete gown grey marches inexorably towards a climactic court docket
battle.
Truscott reveres the storied heritage and tradition of West Point; his sterling heroes uphold and
excel within the vintage WP tradition, whereas batting down those that threaten to taint its
honored honor. His wisdom of the army Academy's tradition presents a rare surroundings for
this tale, that's differently a fine looking conventional, even by-the-numbers, pot-boiler of
intercourse and betrayal. Ry Slaight, the ramrod instantly version of rectitude in Truscott's leap
forward first novel, is now the Superintendent of West Point, or The Supe. His daughter Jacey is
a senior, or Firstie, which gives a few great complication. In Slaight's first days in office, one
among his cadets dies in the course of a parade. yet all isn't because it turns out to be, with
layers upon layers of deception. either father and daughter, incorruptible avenging angels,
paintings tirelessly to resolve the riddle of ways and why. Uncovering the reality will take Slaight
to the halls of Congress, whereas his daughter faces way more actual danger.Truscott is poor
writer, with worked plotting and many overheated verbiage. however the West aspect
surroundings is sort of irresistible. Having grown up in a army relatives with three generations of
Annapolis graduates, i'm either acquainted with and completely incognizant of its mammoth
impression on younger lives. Going to a carrier academy is an completely varied event than any
conventional college. if you are as drawn to that setting as I am, you are going to rip via this
page-turner.
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